
Clinical documentation doesn’t have to be captured at your workstation. You 
can start your documentation in the examination room, amend it in the cafeteria, 
and finish it in the hall. No matter which device you use, every word is faithfully 
recorded and updated instantly to support a variety of clinical workflows— 
on your terms.

Deploy your way 
No matter how you work, there’s a Dragon® Medical solution that works  
for you—all with fast, accurate, responsive clinical speech recognition and 
end-to-end security. With a single voice profile, clinicians are up and running 
faster across workflows, care settings, devices, and apps with a seamless, 
consistent, and personalized experience across back-end, front-end,  
on-premise and cloud-based speech solutions.

Freedom to choose 
Nuance has optimized Dragon Medical for your healthcare organization’s 
specific workflow and user needs, giving you the ability to choose the solution(s) 
that best fit your clinical workflows, IT infrastructure requirements, and 
organization’s business goals.

– Dragon® Medical One: Cloud-based clinical speech recognition platform 
for documenting and communicating patient care virtually anywhere—not 
just at the EHR workstation.

– Dragon® Medical embedded in EHR: Cloud-based clinical speech 
recognition delivers an intelligent voice-driven user experience directly in 
your mobile, web-based, or desktop EHR—all with no software to install.

– Dragon® Medical Network Edition: On-premise clinical speech 
recognition solution that works seamlessly with your EHR across Windows 
devices.

– Dragon® Medical Practice Edition: On-premise clinical speech 
recognition solution designed for independent practices.

Comparison Chart

Intelligent, secure,  
clinical speech recognition 
solutions that recognize 
how you work.

Nuance Healthcare Solutions
Dragon® Medical Speech Recognition

Key benefits
 – Seamless, consistent, and
personalized experience across
back-end, front-end, on-premise
and cloud-based speech
solutions

 – Ability to choose the solution(s)
that best fit your clinical workflows

 – Document and communicate
patient care virtually anywhere—
not just at the EHR workstation

 – Delivers an intelligent voice-driven
user experience directly in your
mobile, web-based, or desktop
EHR—all with no software to install

 – Works seamlessly with your EHR
across Windows devices

Ready to take your documentation 
to the next level?
To learn more about how Nuance 
Healthcare can help you improve 
financial performance, raise the 
quality of care, and increase 
clinician satisfaction, please  
contact us at 877-805-5902 or  
visit nuance.com/healthcare.

http://www.nuance.com/healthcare


Comparison ChartNuance Healthcare Solutions
Dragon® Medical Speech Recognition

Dragon Medical 
One

Dragon Medical 
embedded in EHR

Dragon Medical 
Network Edition

Dragon Medical 
Practice Edition

Features and capabilities

Highly accurate, secure, and healthcare-
compliant clinical speech recognition • • • •

Speech recognition processing Cloud-based Cloud-based On-premise On-premise

Microphone calibration Automatic Automatic User initiated User initiated

Medical vocabulary, specialty language 
models, and accent support • • • •

No voice profile training required—get 
started immediately with accurate speech 
recognition that gets even better over time 

• • • •

Dictate into any Windows-based application • Not applicable • •

Embedded speech recognition (no software 
to install) available directly in supported 
mobile, web-based, and desktop EHR apps 

Not applicable • Not applicable Not applicable

Integrated dictation box • Not applicable • •

Nuance Healthcare ID (NHID) •

Dragon® Medical Analytics • •

Nuance Management Center (NMC) Hosted Hosted On-premise or Hosted Not applicable

Personalization and productivity tools

Single voice profile compatibility • • Requires hosted 
NMS

Custom vocabularies and train word • • • •

Auto-texts with defaults and fill-in fields • • • •

Select & Say voice editing • • • •

Voice navigation commands • • • •

Command and control Step-by-step 
commands

Application 
commands

Step-by-step 
commands

Step-by-step 
commands

Advanced scripting Available late 2016 Not applicable • •

Gesture support for mic on/off & commands Not applicable iOS and Android Not applicable Not applicable

Workflow enhancement support

PowerMic™ Mobile • •

Dragon® Medical Advisor • Available late 2016

Dragon Medical PowerPack™ • • • •

Compatibility and deployment

Compatible with leading EHRs • Requires EHR
integration • •

Citrix, VMware, and Windows Terminal 
Services support • Not applicable Requires vSync

Client CPU (minimum) 1.7 GHz Intel 
Celeron or 
equivalent

Not applicable
2.4 GHz Intel Dual 
Core or equivalent 

AMD processor

2.4 GHz Intel Dual 
Core or equivalent 

AMD processor

Client RAM (minimum) 512 MB minimum;  
2 GB 

recommended
Not applicable

2 GB RAM for XP 
and Vista; 4 GB for 
Windows 7, 8, 10

2 GB RAM for XP 
and Vista; 4 GB for 
Windows 7, 8, 10

Client hard disk space (minimum) < 50 MB Not applicable 5 GB 5 GB
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About Nuance Communications, Inc.
Nuance Communications, Inc., is a leading provider of voice and language solutions for businesses and consumers 
around the world. Its technologies, applications and services make the user experience more compelling by transforming 
the way people interact with devices and systems. Every day, millions of users and thousands of businesses experience 
Nuance’s proven applications. For more information, please visit www.nuance.com/healthcare. Connect with Nuance 
on social media through the healthcare blog, What’s next, as well as Twitter and LinkedIn.
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